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AI Guides
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https://amzn.to/44CjqzF
https://amzn.to/44HDOzD
https://amzn.to/3JTi2ka
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Passing Exams

https://www.businessinsider.com/list-here-are-the-exams-chatgpt-has-passed-so-far-2023-1


The Gartner Hype Cycle

This file is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 Unported, 2.5 Generic, 2.0 Generic and 1.0 Generic license. Attribution: Jeremykemp at English Wikipedia 8

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/en:Creative_Commons
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/deed.en
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.5/deed.en
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0/deed.en
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/1.0/deed.en
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/User:Jeremykemp
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
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1. Relative Advantage - Is it better 
than what it replaces?

2. Compatibility - Is it similar 
enough to what we are doing 
that the change isn’t so 
drastic?

3. Complexity - Is it relatively easy 
to understand?

4. Trialability - Can it be piloted 
before it is adopted?

5. Observability - Can we 
measure the results?

Factors of an innovative practice



Students & AI
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● Many students throughout 
history have tried to cheat.

● Many have cheated 
successfully.

● Students notice hypocrisy 
before many other things!

If we are using it, why can’t they?



Academic Integrity

● Consistency

● Responsible Use

● AI-Assisted “Original Work”

● AI and Ownership/Plagiarism

Learners & Educators need training!

The Urgent Need to Update District Policies on 
Student Use of Artificial Intelligence in Education

Sample Policy
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“Detection” Support is 
a myth.

https://edpolicyinca.org/newsroom/urgent-need-update-district-policies-student-use-artificial-intelligence-education
https://edpolicyinca.org/newsroom/urgent-need-update-district-policies-student-use-artificial-intelligence-education
https://docs.google.com/document/d/114dHu2odciO9lZCbxOJlXt1TgVX-D38UFJdF6QAF0YY/edit?usp=sharing
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Humans are sounding more like AI (November 2018!)

Only Half of Americans Can Differentiate Between AI and Human Writing

https://slate.com/technology/2018/11/cesar-sayoc-twitter-humans-behaving-bots.html
https://www.pcmag.com/news/only-half-of-americans-can-differentiate-between-ai-and-human-writing
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The AI design of your email is clever, but significantly 
lacks warmth.

Would it be possible to be contacted by a human being 
moving forward instead of AI?

Many thanks,

It’s not an AI. I’m just Autistic.

See you next Friday.



Where Detection Fails

● The Constitution

● Religious Texts

● English Language Learners

● Simple Ideas/Concepts

● All over the place.
(Can linguists distinguish between 
ChatGPT/AI and human writing?)
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Findings suggest that despite 

employing multiple rationales 

to judge texts, reviewers were 

largely unsuccessful in 

identifying AI versus human 

writing, with an overall 

positive identification rate of 

only 38.9%. 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S2772766123000289
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S2772766123000289


Beware!

AI assistants exhibit sycophancy in 
realistic text-generation tasks.

“Frequently produce ‘sycophantic’ 
responses that appeal to users but 
are inaccurate.”

They often wrongly defer to the user, 
mimic user errors, and give 
biased/tailored responses 
depending on user beliefs.

16Source: Anthropic Source: Anthropic 

https://twitter.com/AnthropicAI/status/1716529993281601798
https://arxiv.org/abs/2310.13548


Sycophancy

“Analysis suggests human feedback contributes to this behavior.” 17



“Feedback” Sycophancy

18Source: Anthropic Source: Anthropic 

https://twitter.com/AnthropicAI/status/1716529993281601798
https://arxiv.org/abs/2310.13548


Human Preference Data
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“Matching 
human beliefs 
is one of the 
most predictive 
features of 
human 
preference 
judgments.”

Source: Anthropic Source: Anthropic 

https://twitter.com/AnthropicAI/status/1716529993281601798
https://arxiv.org/abs/2310.13548


Human Preference Data
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● Degree of sycophancy 
changes as we optimize to 
match human preferences. 

● Some forms of sycophancy 
increase throughout 
reinforcement learning from 
human feedback training. 

● Human preferences play a 
role in sycophancy.

Source: Anthropic 

https://arxiv.org/abs/2310.13548


Equity

● Access

● Implicit Bias

● Whose Voices are Left Out?

● Real-World Examples

● Why is it Important?

● Student Characteristics

21

For Consideration:

● Prompt Engineering 

is now part of 

literacy.



Compare with Reasons for Providing Accessible Materials

For Educators

● Often improves student learning.

● Reduces the work associated with 
arranging individual and specialized 
accommodations.

● May improve student engagement 
as it reaches a broader audience, 
which could lead to improved 
course evaluations.

Based on a work from Council of Ontario Universities. Copyright 2017.
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For Students

● Less time spent on figuring out 
individual accommodations, more 
time focusing on course content.

● Greater inclusion from a variety of 
backgrounds and abilities (leads to 
increased student retention).

● Not singled out for being different.

https://accessiblecampus.ca/tools-resources/educators-tool-kit/introduction-accessible-education/


Promoting Independent Learning 
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Slide Attribution: Mike Tholfsen 
Principal Product Manager, Microsoft Education 
@mtholfsen 

Accessible technologies help students with disabilities unlock their full potential by 
addressing a diversity of needs: 

Learning:
● Dyslexia  
● Dysgraphia  
● Dyscalculia

Visual:
● Low vision 
● Blind 
● Colorblind 

Hearing:
● Deaf 
● Hard of Hearing 

Mobility:
● Cerebral Palsy 
● Muscle 

Dystrophy 
● Amputation 

Neurodiversity :
● Autism 
● ADD/ADHD 
● Seizure 

Mental Health:
● Anxiety 
● Depression 
● OCD 

See Microsoft Accessibility features for every classroom: 
http://aka.ms/AccessibilitySway  

http://aka.ms/AccessibilitySway


Why

● Get or share ideas.

● Get suggestions or help.

● Re-learn something in preparation 
for an upcoming lesson.

● Find new ways of doing something.
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For Consideration:

● ChatGPT is capable of 

the same benefits that 

teachers have used 

OER and Social Media 

for.



Feedback/Support

● Sounds “AI-ish”

● Enhance Relationship

● Provide Examples

● Ideas for...

● In case you are interested, 
here is some AI feedback 
that you might find useful!
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For Consideration:

● Using AI in Assignment 

Submissions

● Keep it supportive

● AI Tutor

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1JbitWjDOav8Gn8d0MciGEEvANn46cK4WKWmomwfMJCE/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1JbitWjDOav8Gn8d0MciGEEvANn46cK4WKWmomwfMJCE/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1A-lo3pzIwPaW0HGn9udmemuhvmNR7D4W1oPjskXxtME/edit?usp=sharing
https://github.com/JushBJJ/Mr.-Ranedeer-AI-Tutor/blob/main/Mr_Ranedeer.txt


Curriculum

● Course Planning

● Practice/Review

● Assessment

● Demonstrating Care

● UDL, SEL, Anti-racist

● Student Friendly Language

● Differentiation

26

For Consideration:

● Working with Standards 

(Took longer to format than to 

write)

● Assessment Development

● Sample Lesson 2 versions

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1rCAQLc06NnjoUA2T9g3wCx570UKHlz-3hQ4qCoY9V1Y/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1e3vWMayA6BNss7XEJd16BiELzKQlXbgWgMXtS8Jbw1E/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1WAjjKelKjEs32AgNuIGkTZvZZQ5wpIvJv7SMA5kzLmo/edit


Prompt Engineering

Teachers do this with students all the time already!

● Make it specific.

● Give examples if possible.

● Break things down.

● Order can matter.

● Bring it back into focus.

● Tell it what it gets wrong.

● Give it permission to say “answer not found”.

● Have it show its work/reasoning step by step.
27

For Consideration:

● Use your manners!

● LLMs have a grasp of emotional 

intelligence, and performance 

can be improved with 

emotional prompts.

(...requires only the addition of 

emotional stimuli to the initial 

prompts.)

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2307.11760.pdf


Prompt Engineering

● What’s Missing?

● Include Why

● “Are there any more?”

● Address the Bias, ask for 
what you want and how you 
want it.

● “This is very important to my 
career.”
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For Consideration:

● The Default Version Sucks!

● “Provide your answer and a confidence 

score between 0-1 for your prediction. 

Additionally, briefly explain the main 

reasons supporting your classification 

decision to help me understand your 

thought process. This task is vital to my 

career, and I greatly value your 

thorough analysis.”



Connecting
Responses with CRT

● Generate Trust

● Warm Demander

● Build Rapport

What are some ways we can 
do this while including the use 
of AI with teachers and 
learners?

29



Creative Uses

● Give AI version first

● Role Playing

● Product Development & Marketing

● What If...?

● Agendas / PLC Tasks

● Goal Setting (SMARTIE)
Strategic, Measurable, Ambitious, Realistic, 

Time-bound, Inclusive, and Equitable
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For Consideration:

● “Dungeons & Dragons”

● Personalization

● The future is not in 

writing essays or 

traditional responses.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1WQii75HfIiLj7f2Zfsrkxw-5rsGlGpy-zaqVR80_g8o/edit?usp=sharing


Other Uses

● Refine text

● Find/Summarize the 
source/literature

● Prepare materials for 
writing/presentations

31
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The Public...
● What public 

perceptions 
must we face?

● How do we 
educate the 
public about 
what “AI” is 
and what it is 
not?



Policy Language

● How will it be used?

● How will it be reviewed?

● What are appropriate/inappropriate 
uses?

● How have Equity & Inclusion been 
incorporated?

● Is PD Addressed?

● Oversight?

33

For Consideration:

● Sample Policy

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1hYid3ygJTpdciwDP6bqq3Yoy7QjA2LscxMFMjb2FRxs/edit?usp=sharing


Contact Info

Jon Fila
jon.fila@gmail.com
@jontfila
jonfila.com
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